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Ukrainian Crunch

The biggest issue to confront the EU, certainly since I have been an MEP, is Ukraine. 
This is the ultimate challenge to the sanctity – or otherwise – of national borders, the 
like of which we have not seen since the 1930s. Cast your minds back to Hitler’s 
claims of “ethnic grievances amongst the Germans in the Sudetenland” and his 
determination to re-absorb any region with a semblance of German connection into 
the Third Reich. Can you see any differences between his behaviour and that of 
Putin?

So what can we or the EU do? It is a fact that economies, trade and international ties 
are far more complex now and cutting them is both difficult and consequential. But, 
that said, action can be taken that will force Russia to think again. Sanctions could, 
and should, be applied – supposing any agreement can be reached on their nature. 
Should Germany lose 30% of its gas? Should the UK suffer substantial capital 
withdrawals from the City? In other words, should we stand up to bullyboy Putin and 
suffer those consequences? Or is it “a quarrel in a far away country between people 
of whom we know nothing” to quote Neville Chamberlain’s weasel words about 
Czechoslovakia in 1938?

Suppose that, having “regained” Crimea, Putin now turns his attention to Eastern 
Ukraine and encouraged by the “ethnic Russians” there, with their newly-minted 
Russian passports, takes that region into the “care” of Mother Russia. And is the 
President of Lithuania – an EU Member State – so far-fetched when she warns that 
her country, or Latvia, or Estonia (with the Russian outpost of Kaliningrad between it 
and the sea) could well be next?

It’s your call – what do you think should be done?

Sir Tom Finney, CBE

I left Strasbourg a day early last month in order to attend the memorial service for 
Preston’s favourite son, Tom Finney. This was a very special occasion, organised 
excellently by Preston City Council and followed by thousands throughout the city.
The cortege was brought down from PNEFC’s Deepdale Stadium to the parish church 



(minster) amidst crowd-lined streets and the service was graced by the great and the 
good. Jimmy Armfield and Tom Docherty led eulogies and Sir Tom was seen off in a 
wonderful and moving style.

He was very kind to me when first I was PPC in Preston North and then the MP. His 
roles as Chairman of the Juvenile Bench and Chairman of the local Health Authority, 
let alone his football stardom, were a signal contribution to the, then, town’s success 
and he was a fund of knowledge about local people and activities. And like all the 
truly great sportsmen, he was never bumptious, self-centred or obsessed with his 
image. A gentleman, in every sense of the word.

UKIP

At long last the media is turning its attention to the antics and behaviour of UKIP and 
its MEPs. We know from first-hand experience how idle and venal they are but the 
“plague on all your houses” attitude has prevented a thorough investigation by 
journalists and public alike. Remember: two of their MEPs went to prison for fraud 
and seven others have either resigned the whip or been thrown out for similar 
offences. They rarely attend their committees and, if they do, vote the wrong way in 
British interests. They milk their expenses and live high on the hog in Strasbourg and 
Brussels. They are hypocrites and frauds and must be exposed for the populist con-
men that they are. Remember also: the only way that you get a referendum on 
membership of the EU is by voting Conservative. No other party can- or will – deliver 
that commitment.

Ireland

I was in Ireland recently, to celebrate the wedding of my assistant, William, to his 
delightful wife, Sinead. It gave Dulcie and me the opportunity to see a little of the 
country and to notice how well the Irish Government has managed the terrible 
economic difficulties resulting from the financial crash. Clearly, there are still 
problems that are being addressed but Greece, Italy et al, please note and copy!

Ex-President Mbeki

The Development & Foreign Affairs Committees hosted a special meeting with 
former South African President Mbeki last week. The focus was on money-laundering 
and the illegal transfer of funds, which is a huge problem in Africa. Mr Mbeki chairs a 
pan-African Committee of Investigation and his contention is that most of the monies 
end up in Europe. He wants closer monitoring by European Banks and more action to 
prevent these transfers.



Chester

As one has come to expect, Chester Tories are regularly campaigning in their patch 
for anything and everything Conservative and I joined them one Saturday morning 
recently. We should all be as active throughout the region now in the run-up to both 
European and local elections.

Wythenshawe & Sale East

So too at the Parliamentary By-Election. Our candidate did his very best in a safe 
Labour seat and I congratulate both him and the backroom team who make any
campaign possible.


